
Fatima Zaidi, Eighty-Eight



• My name is Fatima Zaidi

• I am the VP of Business Development 
at Eighty-Eight Agency

• I love pizza

• I was named Top 30 under 30 
in Marketing Magazine

About Me



Why Me? 

Fatima Zaidi has experience in business 
development, marketing, sales, and strategy. 
Prior to Eighty-Eight, she was Head of Business 
Development at Rent frock Repeat and was 
responsible for the overall management of all 
strategic business development, marketing, 
and customer relationship activities nationwide. 
Fatima is a commentator for Global News and was 
named one of Marketing Magazine‘s top 30 under 30 
marketers and brand developers for 2016.





By the end of today’s workshop, you will know how to:

1. Find new clients and avoid common sales mistakes

2. Network more effectively and reach prospects creatively

3. Snag an opportunity and convert it into a case won

4. Instantly develop a connection/rapport by getting into the customer’s mindset

5. Evaluate the difference between CRM systems and determine which one you 
should be using

6. Understand the difference between Saas sales vs enterprise sales vs service sales tactics and 
their respective strategies.

7. Identify and present competitive strengths

Learning Objectives



1. Welcome and overview of objectives
2. Part 1 - Common sales mistakes and useful tactics

Activity
3. Part 2 - The Outbound Sales Strategy of 2017

Activity
4. Part 3 - Evaluating CRM systems
5. Part 4 - Enterprise vs. SaaS sales vs Service Sales
6. Part 5 - Competitive strengths 

Activity
7. Summary and Q&A

Agenda



Part 1:
Common Sales Mistakes



Here’s a common 
mistake made by an 
alarming number 
of sales professionals... 



Cold calling
This is the 21st century and cold calling shouldn’t 

be your only tactic! 



Last month a VP of Sales for a major publicly-traded technology company called and left 
me a voicemail...

“Hi Fatima, this is Jason, I wanted to reach out and 
touch base with you and see if there is anything I 

can do to assist your agency. It has been a few 
months since we have talked, and I just want to 

touch base with you. Please give me a call when you 
get some time to discuss.”



“Hi Fatima, I just left you a voicemail as well. I 
wanted to reach out and touch base with you and 

see if there is anything I can do to assist your 
agency. It has been a few months since we have 
talked, and I just want to touch base with you. 

Please give me a call back”

After 5 minutes I received the following email...



I personally know that I will 
never return a phone call or 
email to anyone who says:

“I just want to 
touch base 
with you.”



What does it really mean? 
“I literally have nothing important to say and I couldn’t take 15 minutes 
out of my day to tailor this pitch or email so there is absolutely no reason 
for you to bother ever calling me back. I’d just waste more of your time as 
I clearly do not know how to capture your interest, or effectively 
communicate, and I’m only contacting you because I was told by my 
supervisor that I should keep my network warm and stay connected with 
prospects. At this point you might as well walk into a wall rather than 
answer my call/email. “

Why not?



The average sales person calls because they 
were told they were supposed to. The top 
10% of salespeople, and the superstars of 
the sales industry call with a purpose. 



So what SHOULD you do?
Tactics outside of cold calling



1. Get creative



The Garden - “Tell America it’s Great” campaign

https://www.tellamericaitsgreat.com

https://docs.google.com/file/d/0Bz_2pDalQtLCUGtndVlIYXRXMGM/preview
https://www.tellamericaitsgreat.com


● Tailor everything but...
● be efficient with your time
● Create proposals you 

can use for other similar 
companies (e.g. Wayhome)

● Ensure your efforts don’t 
go to waste

2. Be efficient



● Do your research first
○ Google News!
○ If you need more info 

- a fact-finding call to a 
salesperson at your target 
company can do the trick

○ Linkedin 

● ALWAYS customize the 
beginning and end of the 
pitch

● Rapportive/Nimble- Some 
plug ins will give you context 
about the person

3. Carefully craft 
your pitch



● Partner with like-minded 
companies who are 
complementary, not 
competitive

● Demo Days, lunch & learns, 
workshops - stay top of 
mind 

● Through our strong 
partnerships we get at least 
1-2 solid leads a day4. Establish 

partnerships



● Partnered in 2016
● Share an image focused on adventure 

and action
● Similar target market: young 

thrill-seekers
● Great cross-promotion and execution 

of their shared vision

As Nicholas Woodman, founder and CEO of GoPro, says: “We share the 
same vision…to inspire the world to live a bigger life… GoPro and Red 
Bull, as a match, are as good as it gets."

GoPro and Red Bull

https://gopro.com/news/gopro-and-red-bull-form-exclusive-global-partnership
https://gopro.com/news/gopro-and-red-bull-form-exclusive-global-partnership
https://gopro.com/news/gopro-and-red-bull-form-exclusive-global-partnership


The ultimate in personalized services!

● Benefit for Spotify: set them apart 
from other leading audio-sharing 
industry giants, such as iTunes, 
Pandora or YouTube, while also 
incentivizing existing consumers to 
upgrade their Spotify accounts. 

● Benefit for Uber: perk for riders; 
meaningful leverage over competitors 
as the deal was exclusive to Uber 
vehicles

Spotify and Uber



A. Make a list of 3 partners you want to get in front 
of. What would the partnership look like?

B. Write a pitch to one of those partners

Activity



● It may sound like a cliché - 
but work on your elevator 
pitch

● Connect with like-minded 
individuals at conferences 
and seminars

● Leverage LinkedIn to 
generate leads

● Balance your offline and 
online tactics

5. Network - 
both offline 
and online



A. Write your social media bios (website, LinkedIn)

Activity



- Invite prospective clients to 
Lunch & Learns at your office

- Don’t forget about engaging 
the clients you already work 
with!

- Offer to go into their 
companies to present on a 
particular topic

- Tailor your presentation to 
include your pitch 

- Try to choose tactics where you 
can reach multiple people at 
once

- Office hours

6. Offer a 
learning 
experience



● Focus on the customer’s problem
● Don’t do a product dump
● A sales person should only talk 20% of the time
● Be distinct from your competition example: Foodora on bikes
● Always recap your meeting in writing
● Understand the customer’s decision-making process

 

Once you get that meeting...



● Be creative with your outreach
● Tailor your marketing efforts but be efficient with your time
● Strong partnerships can get you strong leads
● Balance your networking tactics
● Offer a learning experience to draw people in
● Understand your customer

Key takeaways



Part 2:
Hacking Outbound Sales in 2017



● Actively participate on social networks
● Deliver useful information - make sure you’re sharing quality content
● Build credibility - establish yourself as a trusted advisor in your industry
● Use social media channels to learn about your prospects
● Interact with prospects through social media to build rapport
● Share their content as well

I typically try to engage with prospective clients on social media months before I reach 
out to them so that when I do:

1. They know who I am
2. It’s not a straight up sales pitch
3. We have a rapport established
4. They know I support their company/social media efforts

1. Get social / establish credibility



● Always try to find mutual connections - LinkedIn is great 
for that!

● Name-drop when you can.. and only with consent
● But even better: an actual warm introduction
● Make sure you reciprocate
● Titles are key. VP of sales vs VP of partnerships 

2. Get a referral / leverage your relationships



A. Make a quick list of 3 people you can reach out to 
for referrals. What would you ask for and what 
value could you provide them in return?

Activity



● When possible, we like to engage with entire teams/companies
● Final decisions are made through consensus. The key is to 

establish connections with multiple contacts within your target 
organization!

● Establishing multiple connections increases your close rate 

3. Try to connect with multiple people



● There's a whole range of reasons why salespeople 
aren't able to connect with prospects

● Some sales reps develop a fear of rejection
● Every salesperson has a quota - work backwards 
● Be persistent but not annoying. Listen to your 

customers and reach out with value if you need to 
follow ups.

● Being a third party that clients can talk to outside of 
SME. 
You are the objective third party that can collect 
feedback, send surveys. E.g Sony, Sonnet.

4. Don’t take it personally. Sales is a 
numbers game

Remember: You need to be at the right place, at the right time, with the right contact. 



Biggest Sales Pet Peeves
Brought to you by 

entrepreneurs/executives 
in Toronto



“Persistant follow ups!”
Erin Bury, Managing Director of Eighty-Eight

“My biggest sales pet peeve is when someone tells you they are interested but then never 
responds to follow up calls or messages. Just be honest and straight up about your 
intentions.” 
Shauna Arnott, Lead Planner of Haste and Hustle

“My biggest pet peeve is getting pitched products that don't align with our brand or what we 
do. For example, a sales representative from a waffle cone supplier came into the shop to try 
to sell us on premix powder - you essentially add water into a mix to produce a supposed 
house-made waffle cone. A lack of research is really the heart of the issue. It's important to 
really understand your prospect before you can approach them (with what you're selling) 
from an angle that really matters to them. 
Charlene D’Aoust, Founder of Ihalo Krunch



“My biggest pet peeve is when the salesperson doesn’t ask me any questions to see how his 
or her product/service is even relevant to my situation/need. It is one thing to get excited 
about a product you truly believe in but there also has to be a keen understanding that the 
product or service may not be beneficial to absolutely everyone.  Asking the right 
questions up front not only makes them a better salesperson but may also save them a ton 
of unnecessary follow up.”
Lisa Delorme, CEO of Rent frock Repeat

“My biggest sales pet peeve is when e-mails are responded too after long periods of time – 
it’s just bad manners. Regardless of your role in a company, everyone gets pitched by 
various sales people and vendors on a multitude of products and services. Bad manners are 
never stylish and illustrate a poor understanding of relationship building. Treat every 
vendor as a potential client because you never know where people will end up.”
Louiza Scazon, Business Development Manager at JamVan



“It bugs me when sales people get over familiar, overstep boundries, and act too chummy 
too quickly. Intense follow ups annoy me too. Too many, too soon, when no interest is 
expressed. You have to add value with follow ups and pace them.” 
Peter Reitano, Founder of Abacus Agency 

“Phoney/unreliable data! i.e. 2000% increase in ROAS! (return on ad spend). Or 10x growth 
on marketing spend!  Well... what was your baseline? How did you measure? What was the 
use case here? Is it even relevant to me? Don't just try to wow me with the stats on outliers. 
Set the right expectations out of the gate based on reliable, replicable data and I will 
respect that. I've found that if I ask enough question about the "wow" stats, I usually learn 
why they aren't reliable or relevant.”
Mike Maleszyk, Head of Growth at inkbox 



“My biggest sales pet peeve is dealing with tire kickers.” 
Daniel Francivilla, founder of Now Creative Group

“My biggest pet peeve is when people message me on LinkedIn and say "Hi, how are you 
Alan?" Really? Just get to the damn point, tell me WHO you are, WHAT you do and HOW 
I can help you or vice versa. Here is an example: “Mr. CEO, I have an idea on how we can 
save your organization over $100M in the next 6 months using augmented reality, here 
is my email to discuss further alan@metavrse.com”
Alan Smithson, Founder of Metavrse

“I definitely do not enjoy high-stakes high pressure, aggressive sales tactics, where they 
won't take no for an answer. I dealt with that once for a time-share at cranberry resort.”
Bobby Umar, Founder of Raellan & DYPB

http://www.urbandictionary.com/define.php?term=tire%20kicker&defid=5886847


● At Eighty-Eight we know the importance of having intel
● RFPs- only through internal contacts
● Keep your eyes and ears open- Fast Company, Strategy Magazine, 

Adweek, AdAge, BetaKit, LinkedIn 
● Intel we look for: companies raising funding, launching new 

locations, new marketing hires, changes in leadership etc.

5. Collect intel



● Staying in front of your customers and prospects is vitally important
● But always call with a very specific reason your target will WANT to speak 

with you and move the relationship forward (invites to events, 
recommendations for open hiring roles)

● Send them a quick note WITHOUT a sales reason once in awhile: Reach out 
during the holidays/new year, congratulate them on company 
milestones, engage with them on social media, etc.

● Find ways to take them out for lunch/coffee/drinks to keep the rapport 
strong

6. Keep in touch with your prospects and 
former clients - be at the top of their 
minds



● It’s important to keep track of 
organizational changes and where 
people are going   

● If you had a champion at company 
A that left for company B, you now 
likely have an in at company B

Keep the relationship going



● Tailor your outbound pitch and try to stand out
● Find creative ways to add value for prospective clients
● Keep your network warm and don’t be “salesy”
● Reach is key - find intel on who may require your product 

or service

Key takeaways



Break: 15 minutes



Part 3:
Tracking your customers



● Understand your target market and the three types of “buying mindset”
○ Straight rebuy
○ Modified rebuy
○ An entirely new buy

● Conduct market research - you don’t need a Bill Gates level budget
● Determine what your potential customer’s priorities are - what do they 

value most?
● Have regular interaction with your customers so you can track how their 

priorities shift and how you’re perceived over time
● Use customer insight to cater your marketing efforts
● Sell the problem you are solving. Not the product itself. 
● Communications should be centered around the customer – how can you 

support them?

How to get into your customer’s mindset



● A good, well-maintained customer relationship management 
system is key to efficiently forming and maintaining relationships 
with your customers and can provide you with:

○ Quick access to prospective, current, and past customers’ info
○ Centralized data - keep sales quick and easy
○ The ability to group prospects and clients (e.g. by geographic location, industry, 

etc.) 
○ An easy way to manage your sales pipeline
○ Streamlined communication across your company
○ A historical snapshot of your customers from which you can project profitability 

of each (who is likely to buy? Who may need a little extra attention or coaxing?)
○ Stream of social info- when you use plug ins

Why do you need a good CRM system?



There are SO many out there!

Adobe Marketing Cloud, Chime, HubSpot CRM, Infusionsoft, Insightly, 
Less Annoying CRM, Microsoft Dynamics 365, Pega CRM, Pipedrive, 
Salesforce, SAP CEC Suite, SugarCRM, Zendesk and Zoho CRM

Etc. Etc. Etc.

Evaluating the difference between CRM 
systems



The Conventional Big 4 - CRM Vendors

- Salesforce
- SAP
- Oracle
- Microsoft

Source: http://www.crmsearch.com/crm-software-market-share.php 



● What is your price range?
● What level of service and support do you want?
● What is your timeline? - some take longer to implement 

than others!
● How important is mobile access?
● What analytics do you require?
● Is it important for the CRM system to integrate with other 

apps you use?
● Do you want everything in the cloud, or on-premises?

Comparing different systems



When comparing CRM software, also ask yourself:

● How customizable are each?
● How scalable are they (will they grow with you)?
● Create a list of criteria that are most relevant to your business!
● And remember, always test the free trial / demo if possible before 

committing!

Comparing different systems (continued)



Sample scorecard

  



Mistakes to avoid

● Not thinking about the end-user

● Not getting support from top management and your sales/marketing staff

● Choosing a system that is not “future friendly”

● Not cleaning your data prior to importing

● Inadequate training

● Lack of communication and reinforcement. Have someone own the project.

● Not creating standardized procedures

● Using too many required fields

● Ignoring software /social media integration opportunities

● Not understanding anticipated resources and ongoing IT needs



Nimble Demo

● https://app.nimble.com/#app/deals/pipeline?filter_id=active

https://app.nimble.com/#app/deals/pipeline?filter_id=active


● Conduct market research to better understand your 
customer base

● A good CRM system can be the key to making your sales and 
marketing efforts more efficient and effective

● Methodically compare CRM systems to ensure you’re 
choosing the best one for your current and future needs

Key takeaways



Part 4:
SaaS (software as a service) 

vs. conventional enterprise software vs. sales



Enterprise software SaaS

Onsite
Tailored solution
Complex
High upfront cost
Low volume
License
Niche focus

Online
Uniform product
Simple
Low upfront cost
High volume
Subscription
Mass customization

Key differences:
Enterprise software sales vs. SaaS sales



● Enterprise sales: targeting business
● SaaS sales: targeting business OR individual consumer (depending 

on your product)
● Conventional enterprise sales typically involves longer sales cycles 

and is more “hands on”
● Enterprise sales is VERY sales-driven; ideally with SaaS, leads come 

from inbound marketing campaigns and adopt the technology 
with minimal hand holding

● In SaaS sales, up-selling is just as important as the initial sale

Enterprise software sales vs. SaaS sales



● Intangible product 
● Like enterprise sales, service sales typically involves a longer 

more hands-on sales cycle and process
● Sales process is strategic and complex
● Depending on the services sold, customer loyalty may be 

towards the individual person providing the service, not the 
company

● Offering is very customizable

Service sales



● Focus on your customer’s needs - do your research and hone in on 
your target demographic

● Aggressively identify and address unique needs and problems
● Ensure ongoing dialogue with customers (remember -  the 

ultimate purchasing decision may be in the hands of multiple 
people from different departments within the same organization)

Customizing sales strategies for enterprise 
software



● Information about the product and sales process has to be easily 
accessible and clearly outlined online 

● Focus on your marketing campaigns to generate inbound momentum
● Social channels are key! You need to be on platforms that your target 

market frequents
● Switching costs are low, so focus on easing the adoption process of your 

software
● Carefully consider the length of your trials
● Create short demo videos that focus on the value you’ll provide to your 

potential clients
● Make sure you include an option for prepaid annual plans
● Sell the solution - not the product!

Customizing sales strategies for SaaS



Customizing sales strategies for services

- Be authentic - establishing trust is key. Build rapport with potential clients.
- Ensure your online brand (or that of your company) reflects you as a subject matter 

expert in your field
- Find a way to distinguish yourself from your competition.
- Remember: you are selling yourself (or your colleagues - depending on the size of the 

company)
- Be engaging and ask the right questions. You are there to solve their needs.
- Name drop common connections
- Focus your pitch on the end result - what will things look like after you’ve helped 

them?
- Provide case studies with similar client work and utilize stats/data



● There are key differences between conventional enterprise, 
SaaS, and service sales including:

○ Volume of sales
○ Amount of hands on contact with customers
○ Typical sales cycle duration and focus
○ Degree of “red tape” in the sales process

● Remember that there is no “one size fits all” sales strategy. Cater 
according to which umbrella you fit under and take into 
consideration the product you’re selling and your target 
demographic.

Key takeaways



Part 5:
Competitive Advantages



● Brand (e.g. Apple)
● Size (e.g. Amazon)
● Niche
● Location
● Network
● Leadership (Berkshire Hathaway) 
● Quality and reputation
● Team
● Access to resources
● Intellectual property (IP) protection
● Cost (similar product, lower cost)
● Economies of scale
● Are there barriers to entry?

What makes you better than your competition?



Competitive Advantage: 

● Strong brand loyalty - Apple “fan boys”
● Highly integrated product range- complete set

Example 1: Apple



Example 2: Coca Cola

● Strong brand portfolio- they own 500 brands
● Distribution network- over 200 countries



Example 3: Amazon

● Sheer size and reach
● Capability to ship fast and cheap
● Massive, active shopper base



● Conduct market and customer research - why are they buying from 
you instead of from your competitors? Why are your non-customers 
NOT buying from you?

● Once a competitive advantage is identified, ask yourself:
○ How rare is it? Is it easy to replicate?
○ How sustainable is it?

Jay Barney’s 4 criteria for judging a company’s resources (is it a 
sustainable advantage?):

1. Are they valuable? 
2. Are they rare? 
3. Are they imperfectly imitable?
4. Are they non-substitutable?

Identifying competitive advantages



A. What are the primary goals you want to 
accomplish this year? (be SMART about it! 
What are SMART goals?)

B. What is your company’s competitive advantage? 
Is it sustainable?

Activity



● Were you able to find what makes you stand out from the 
crowd?

● Is it a sustainable advantage? If not, is there anything you 
can do to make it one?

● Once you’ve found a strong competitive advantage, make 
sure to incorporate it into your sales pitch!

Evaluating the results of the exercise



● Embed it into your marketing strategy
● Make sure that you can clearly articulate your competitive 

advantage, and that your messaging is consistent!
● Integrate your competitive advantage into your sales pitch
● Back words with action - follow through on your claims to build 

your reputation and bolster brand awareness
● Foodora Example

Marketing your competitive advantages



● Identifying, supporting, and/or creating a sustainable competitive 
advantage should be top priority

● Your company’s sustainable advantage should be embedded into 
strategic and marketing / communications plans - clear and 
consistent messaging is key

Key takeaways



Twitter: @zaidiafatima

Website: eightyeightagency.com

Email: fatima@eightyeightagency.com 

Keep in touch


